ICELAND DIARY

Day 24th: Alicante – Copenhague – Reikiavik
Salida de Alicante – Copenhague, we visited the city, and flew to Reikiavik.

Day 25th: Travel Reikiavik – Akureyri:
By car we drove from the capital city to Akureyri, having stops to refresh and visit
some emblematic places.

Day 26th: at school; teamwork.
We visited the hosting school and students. Shared with our partners from Turkey,
England and Poland. We went through the development of our project and how
our implementation is working in every school. We sheared impressions and
methodologies used for the diferent activities worked on each country.
We visited the School Equality Department where some authorities were
expecting us. They presented how they work Equality.
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Day 27th:
Organised trip to the natural baths at the Lake, Mývatn Nature Baths, along with
Goðafoss waterfall. Afterwards, we visited the small town of Húsavík where we
could understand and share the wonderful Icelandic culture.
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Day 28th:
Workship at school. We could attend to different lessons, and share with teachers
and students the Teaching-Learning process in Iceland.
We could compare from ours many aspects.

Afterwards, we went on a trip to the forest next to school, where the Headmistress
from school greeted us for coming and thanked all the coordination about this
project.
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Day 29th: Akureyri – Reikiavik.
Travelling day. We needed to get from Akuryri to the capital city, driving by car
a long way. And wait for our plane to set off.

Day 30th: Reikiavik- Stocolm-Málaga.

New Ideas to bring home:
-

Handmade Works and oral expositions, to decorate SchoolMosaic / Collage: Printed or drawn with faces of our students.
Export our own methodology (Pedagogía Manjoniana)
Renewed furniture.
Use of whiteboards to show behavioural issues during school time.
Unstress our daily work with students.

It’s been a great experience, thanks to our partners.
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